# NGUYEN ENGINEERING BUILDING DIRECTORY

## 1 – FIRST FLOOR
- Einsteins Bagels  1801
- Jajodia Auditorium  1101
- Mechanical Engineering (ME)  1850
- Sid and Reva Dewberry Department of Civil, Environmental and Infrastructure Engineering (CEIE)  1300
- Statistics Department (STATS)  1705
- Videoconferencing Room  1605

## 2 – SECOND FLOOR
- College of Health and Human Services Rehabilitation Science  2701
- Functional Performance Lab  2701
- Graduate Admissions  2303
- Graduate Student Services  2500
- Infamous Robotics  2620
- IRIS Unmanned  2619
- LSAMP  2609
- Peer Advising  2614
- Systems Engineering and Operations Research Department (SEOR)  2100
- Student Organizations  2612
- Telepresence Room  2903
- Undergraduate Student Services  2500
- Vangent Executive Conference Room  2901

## 3 – THIRD FLOOR
- Bioengineering Department (BIOE)  3800
- Computer Forensics (CFRS)  3300
- Electrical and Computer Engineering Department (ECE)  3100
- Millennium Enterprise Corporation  3620
- President Emeritus - Dr. Alan Merten  3601
- Telecommunications Program (TCOM)  3300

## 4 – FOURTH FLOOR
- Center for Air Transportation Systems Research (CATSR)  4500
- Center of Excellence in Command, Control, Communications, Computing and Intelligence (C4I)  4700
- Computer Science Department (CS)  4300
- HealthRx  4902
- Mason Center for Social Entrepreneurship (MCSE)  4104
- Learning Agents Center (LAC)  4600

## 5 – FIFTH FLOOR
- Applied Information Technology Department (AIT)  5400
- Office of Advancement and Alumni Relations  5100
- Office of the Dean  5100